
1. Wednesday night rain outs when already at the track: 

       A. If races HAVE NOT started yet (meaning feature events) and sign-ins have closed, anyone 
wishing to sign in for the Thursday Night Rain Date may do so but will be placed in the back of the 
race order. 

        B. If races HAVE started (meaning feature events), then no additional sign-ins will be 
permitted. 

        C. If races are postponed before sign-ins close, a COMPLETE new sign-in process will happen 
including pill draw. 

2. Attendance: 

       A. Drivers MAY NOT sign in to receive credit for Perfect Attendance, Banquet requirements, or 
any other award if they are not physically present and able to race at that event. 

        B. Handlers MAY sign their driver in and pay the entry fee if the driver is on a class trip, sports 
conflict, etc. and planning on making it to the event in time to race. If the driver DOES NOT arrive in 
time for their race, it DOES NOT count towards the requirements for Perfect Attendance, Banquet 
requirements, or any other award.  However, they will receive a sign-in credit for the next time they 
race. 

        C. If a driver attempts to race and can't due mechanical issues, etc., they will receive credit for 
attempting to race which will count towards Perfect Attendance, Banquet requirements, etc.  They will 
NOT receive a sign-in credit for any future sign-in. 

        D. If a Wednesday night race is postponed to Thursday night, and your driver CANNOT race on 
the Thursday night rain date, it DOES count towards the requirements for Perfect Attendance, 
Banquet requirements, or any other award.  In addition, they will receive a sign-in credit for entry fees 
paid for the next time they sign in to race. 

        E. If both Wednesday and Thursday nights are canceled and we have started or completed sign-
ins, all drivers signed in and paid will receive a sign-in credit the next time they sign in. This week will 
not count as a race week for any award or Banquet requirements. 

 

Side Notes 

If you are running late on a race-day and cannot make it to the track before sign-ins close please, send Michele a 

text or phone call 610.960.4061 before sign-ins closes 

YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO SIGN IN AFTER SIGN-INS CLOSE – NO EXCEPTIONS. 

If races are canceled or postponed before officials arrive at the track, a message will be placed on the 
Rainedout.com, Facebook, Web Site and an email (as long as time allows). You may also call the 
track hot line number. If no answer, please leave a message and you will return your call. WILL NOT 
get a call back if you do not leave a message. 
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